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This morning somehow "felt" like a fall day . . . in the heart of spring. Crisp, clear air 
and cloudless skies. Just had that "autumn feeling". So, since one of our favorite places 
to ride in the fall is Ruidoso's Grindstone Lake (and I had errands in the area), we 
headed that direction. 
By the time we arrived, clouds had begun to form in those previously clear skies . . . 

 
. . . and the fresh green leaves along the shore seemed more spring-like again. 
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Belle enjoyed a drink of clear, cold water (no swimming this time!) 

 
Snow melt and spring rains have filled the lake to capacity, covering some of our favorite beaches, and 
trails along the water's edge. 
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We used to ride between that tree and the water! 

 
Spanky is a bit confused but adapts to the new route. "Uh . . . didn't there used to be a trail around 
here?" 
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More surprising, the HIGH stone cliffs, where daredevils used to dive, are now completely submerged. 

 
Belle seems perplexed. "There used to be a scary drop-off. Where'd it go?” Horses notice these things. 
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This mallard doesn't seem to mind the changes as he motors through the smooth water . . . 

 
. . . and smooth it was, with hardly a ripple. 
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The clouds were growing, as we head up a trail above the lake. 
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Spanky was taking his time - horses have good sense. 

 
So, I got down and walked along with them for a bit . . . four happy hikers. 
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Spanky negotiates over a downed tree across the trail . . . 

 
. . . while Belle admires all the wildflowers. The orange one is "Apache paintbrush"; the pretty white 
ones are locoweed - not attractive to well-fed horses, but dangerous to hungry cattle. 
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We mosey on back toward the lake. 

 
Suddenly, heavy clouds move in. 
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We made it back to the trailer as it began to sprinkle. 

 
These ducks didn't seem to mind (but you know how Belle is about her hair). 

 
It rained all the way home. "Fall" or "Spring" - it was a beautiful day. 
Thanks for sharing it with us. 
MM 
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The horses and Lulu were asked to attend Carrizozo School's "Agricultural Day". 
Although the town was founded largely as a rail head for shipping cattle from the vast 
ranches which surround it, that heritage is fading. Many town kids have never seen a 
horse up close or know just where their food actually comes from. "Ag Day" provides 
some education about our agricultural foundation (it is sponsored by the Cowbelles - a 
local charitable organization made up mostly of ranch wives). 
It was a beautiful day for the drive down. 

 
While waiting for the students, the horses enjoyed a very green football field. "This is great! A 120-yard-
long salad bar!" (Including end zones). 
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They kicked up their heels . . . 

 
. . . and made grass angels. 
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"Why is everything vegetarian?" wonders Lulu. 

 
Then they went to work. Soon, the first classes began to arrive. Belle knew there would be lots of 
questions. "How much do I weigh? Next question, please . . ." 
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Spanky joined in - "Got carrots?" (Note Thunder making more grass angels behind him. Is that a "photo 
bomb?") 

 
Not all horses would be okay with this. 
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As each class arrived, the horses stood patiently. The boy on the left blurted out, "Horses are big!" 

 
A break before the next group. 
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"How come the horses are getting all the attention?" 

 
"That's better!" 
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"YOU got any carrots?" 

 
Even the normally shy Thunder joined in. 
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The students learned about horses, and everyone had a good time. It was a win-win. 

 
Next: visiting some friends after school. 

 
MM 
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The horses - and Lulu - had such a good time at the Ag Day in Carrizozo, Thunder 
suggested we visit our friends just south of town (I now know that his favorite bald 
face calf is a girl . . . so that might have had something to do with it). 
Yup, she was waiting. "Oh, hi!" "Hi!" 
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Says Belle, "I don't know what he sees in her - she's a cow. And a flirt!" 

 
"Oh, honey, she's just a friend . . ." 
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"Women . . ." 

 
Once again, everyone got along like old friends. 
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Thunder was quick to make a sand angel. "I suppose he is showing off for that cow", said Belle.  

 
These really are unusually friendly. 
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I think they are still trying to figure out just what horses are. "Doesn't smell like mom." 

 
They watched us take off on our ride. 
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Soon, we were back in the badlands. 

 
Doesn't get much more 'Southwest' than this. 
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The arroyos are special - more so when the mesquite is fresh green (a sure sign of spring). 
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Too soon, it was time to leave. 

 
The horses have no trouble scaling the steep wall. 
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While saying good-bye, the little girl seems to shift her attentions to Spanky (maybe Belle was right). 

 
Hmmm . . . 
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Meanwhile, Lulu is cautious. Most cows think she is a predator. 

 
"I'm not sure about this . . ." 
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"Oh, no - another one (and this one looks like a Dalmatian!)" 

 
"I think it's time to go . . ." 
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. . . and so we bid a fond farewell to our friends. 

 
MM 



2019-05-16 - Special Spring 
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This has been an unusual spring in New Mexico. It's often a dry season, but not this 
year. 
Summer monsoon-like rain showers over the ranch. 

 
Even some heavy fog - almost unheard of here . . . 
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. . . and then more "typical" spring days. 

 
We took a mid-May walk along the Bonito River. 
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Ahhh . . .  the sound of running water. 
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Since we were walking, Lulu came along. 

 
She prefers that to our fast rides. "I'm more dignified now - and this is just as nice!" 
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She and Thunder had their special talks. Wouldn't you love to know . . . ? 

 
"He said it's really nice to have me along!" 
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Spanky made grass angels. 

 
Lots of bright green new growth on the fir trees along the trail. 
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Interesting wildflowers seem to be popping up every day. 

 
With all this fresh grass to eat, it is remarkable that the horses want to keep walking. 
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Lulu cools off along the water. 
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Spanky takes a little jump . . . 

 
. . . and here comes Thunder! 
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Family line-up. 

 
Yup, a special spring. 
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Thanks for joining us. 
MM 
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It was Belle's idea. "We haven't been to that pretty waterfall on Eagle Creek for a while 
. . . bet the grass is really green there now, after the rain". 
She was referring to an unseasonable storm which had passed through. We skedaddled back to the 
barn before the rain began. 

 
Mommie Cat and Onyx know what to do on a rainy afternoon . . . 
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But there was no rain in sight as we approached Eagle Creek. "Belle was right, as usual!" 

 
"Let's go see what's up here . . . come'on Spanky, hurry up!" 
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"Okay, okay. Can't we just take in all this beauty for a minute?" 
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"Thanks!" 

 
"I like to look at the pretty flowers, but they don't taste very good . . ." 
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"That's nice, Belle . . . but remember that beautiful little waterfall?" 

 
"Oh, yeah! It's right up here, past the pond . . ." 
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"This is the coolest place!" 
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Agreed. 

 
They enjoyed a picnic along the stream. 
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"Yeah, great idea Belle!" 
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Sure was. I even took a quick dip. 

 
But eventually, we had to leave this springtime paradise. Remarkably, the horses were willing to go. 
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"We can come back soon, can't we?" You bet, Spanky! 

 
Thank you for coming along! 
MM 
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It was a fine morning at the ranch. 

 
The wild roses behind the little stable are in full bloom. 
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Pasture mowing is done (for now . . .) 
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Thanks to our spring rains, some early red-hot poker flowers are coming up. 

 
After their breakfast, the horses contently graze. 
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Thunder spots something in the forest (likely an elk) . . . 

 
. . . and Lulu and I head to the feed store in the old truck. 
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Loading up. 

 
Late in the day - feed unloaded, chores done. Thunder suggests a little sunset ride. 
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We pass a familiar elk along the way. 
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A nice easy stroll as the sun goes down. 
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Pausing to take it in at the end of the day. 

 
"Just" a good day. We take none of this for granted. Nor the supreme sacrifice of those 
who gave their lives to defend freedom and made this day possible. Happy Memorial 
Day weekend. 
MM 
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This is one of two holidays where our usually secluded region becomes crowded with 
tourists (Fourth of July is the other one). So, we lit out for the nearly secret privacy of 
Ranchman's Camp. 
We arrived to find the rolling hills transformed - covered in a carpet of purple verbena flowers. 
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The spectacular display surrounded us for miles. Even Thunder seemed impressed (as usual, my 
camera fails to capture them as bright and colorful as they actually were). 

 
He chose a nice soft spot to make verbena angels! 
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There were lots of other wildflowers, too - like these Apache paintbrushes . . . 
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. . . and of course, we had it all to ourselves. 

 
The horses had a ball . . . 
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. . . and feasted on the spring grass (they didn't care for the flowers). 

 
"They're pretty, but not much flavor . . ." 
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The color, so vibrant in person, made it like riding on a magic carpet . . . 
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. . . and ride, we did. They were in the mood to run. 
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Until even they seemed overcome by the beauty around us. 

 
The end of a colorful day. 

 
MM 
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It's a great joy to see the horses running free in open country. Not only do they get 
exercise - they also have a chance to make their own decisions. 
Can't get too much more open than the 25,000-acre Fort Stanton-Snowy River Cave National 
Conservation Area. 
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Thunder rides shotgun to Belle and me. 

 
But he and Spanky know this is a great chance to do some real running. 
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They ran in a big circle around us - Belle kept an eye on them, even when I could barely make them out 
in the distance. Trust . . . 

 
Then . . . here they come at a gallop, past the old cattle pens. 
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Those two sure have fun together. Belle would just as soon mosey along with me. 

 
The idiot photographer chopped off Thunder's head as he came barreling towards us. 
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They all lined up on our way to the little spring tank for a cool drink. 

 
Spanky did his 'horse snorkeling' thing in the water. "Look! I'm blowing bubbles!" 
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. . . and of course . . . 

 
On the way back to the trailer, I encouraged the two of them to run ahead. 
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. . . but loyal Spanky stayed close to Belle - while Thunder took a short cut by the old corrals. 

 
He made for a classic Western image against the horizon. 
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. . . but it wasn't long before their race was on! 

 
Were they headed to Texas? 
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Or maybe old Mexico? 

 
Nope. Just back to their trailer, where they patiently waited for Belle and me. 
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Pretty special horses. 

 
MM 
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It's an unusually green spring in the high country, too - always a favorite destination. 
The road up Nogal Canyon sure looks peaceful and inviting. 
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Spanky is usually the first to comment. "Boy, it's really beautiful!" 

 
He's right. 
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Along the way, these very young calves are cuddled together. Awww. 
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Lots of wild iris along the trail. 
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They thrive along this little brook. 
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As always, Thunder races to the top - always happy to be back up here . . . 
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. . . and who could blame him? 

 
"A delicious meal - with a view!" . . . 
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. . . and what a view. 

 
Each of us appreciates it in our own way. At this elevation, the large stands of Gambel oaks are just 
now beginning to leaf out. 
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We feel at home here. They enjoy themselves, while I wander around. 

 
"Why do we have to leave? Good question, Spanky. 
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I wonder how different our world would be, if more people could experience this part 
of it. Sure glad we can share with you! 
MM 
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This time of year, the social scene speeds up around here. 
Of course, the deer happy hours remain popular . . . 

 
. . . and even the cats join in. Onyx (the black spot in the center of the photo) is an especially gracious 
host. 
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She likes to flirt with the deer (she's rolling over onto her back). 

 
"Hi, handsome - new around here?" "Yeah - what's your name, kitty?" 
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"Onyx" . . . . . . . "Ack! Your breath smells like FISH!" . . . So much for that . . . 

 
This little guy seems really curious. "What the heck is that . . . ?" 
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"I think this is the one dad said smelled funny." 

 
The young bucks are starting their annual antler growth. Such an odd phenomenon. Wonder what they 
think of it? 
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Everyone checks out the red-hot poker flowers - blooming much earlier than usual this year (good thing 
deer don't much like to eat them). "Guess I shouldn't have mentioned her breath. But FISH!!!!" 

 
Orca watches the goings on with astonishment. "I sure picked an interesting place to live." 
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Meanwhile, down at the watering hole . . . 

 
"Whatdaya think? Ya think she likes me?" 
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"Hard to tell, buddy. You know how hard those does are to figure." 

 
"Yeah, you're right." 
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"Hey wait! I think she's looking at me!" 

 
Later, as the deer gathering is winding down, the elk begin to show up. This one is sporting his first set 
of "spike" antlers. 
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"Did we miss the buffalo wings?" 
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Yup. Kinda crazy around here. 

 
MM 
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The near-ghost town of White Oaks, New Mexico, began when gold was discovered 
there in the late 1870's. The U.S. Census of 1880 recorded a population of 800 - which 
quickly grew to more than 4,000. In November of 1880, a posse from White Oaks 
pursued Billy the Kid (a frequent visitor) for about 40 miles, culminating in a standoff. 
The town had four newspapers - and in 1882, construction was completed on Starr's 
Opera House, but as was often the case with such Western boom towns, prosperity 
was fleeting. In the late 1890's, both the Santa Fe and the El Paso railroads were 
planning to extend tracks towards White Oaks, but greedy town business interests 
played hardball, and the railroads chose to run 12 miles to the west - where the town 
of Carrizozo was established. To make matters worse, the gold ran out and White 
Oaks began a rapid decline. People fled the community, lock, stock, and barrel - often 
taking their homes and businesses with them! Today, White Oaks is best known for its 
Cedarvale cemetery filled with historic figures (such as Billy the Kid victim Deputy 
James W. Bell - and Susan McSween, the famous "Cattle Queen of New Mexico", who 
knew Billy and died here in 1931); and of course the legendary No Scum Allowed 
Saloon. 
We were in the area, so the horses made a quick tour of the old town. They started with the cemetery 
(walking around - not in - it). 
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You can just make out the horses, taking a tour on their own, outside the cemetery fence. They like 
history, too! 
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There's not much left of the "boom days" White Oaks. 
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The 1887 Hoyle Mansion still stands proudly on a hill - as though waving to a parade which has long 
since passed . . . 

 
. . . and of course . . . 
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The boys discuss their short history tour. "Gee, Thunder, I didn't know all that. How come no one ever 
talks about the horses who lived here?" 

 
. . . and they all enjoyed their drive home through this historic country. 
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Ah . . . the open road. 

 
 

 
MM 
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The horses were invited once again to participate in an annual fund-raising festival for 
High Mountain Youth Project (a non-profit providing support to local at-risk and 
homeless school age youth). 
The Festival was a great success! To say it was crowded was an understatement. 

 
There were green chili cookoffs, games, and lots of activities for children. 
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Even a zip line traveling overhead, which the horses tolerated surprisingly well. 

 
. . . but few things attract kids like friendly horses. 
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Mine seem to understand this more than most. 

 
Even Thunder was patient, in the midst of everything. 
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I'm especially proud of him. 

 
There were quite a few "awww" moments . . . 
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After being great horse ambassadors, it seemed right to do something fun for them - so we went off to 
nearby Grindstone Lake. 

 
It was a busy Saturday there. 
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. . . but the horses didn't mind sharing their normally quiet lake. 

 
Spanky moseyed along, greeting everyone. Maybe he thought this was still part of the festival. 
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Belle seemed interested in this man's catch. "Very nice. Now if those were carrots . . ." 

 
They finally got some peaceful alone time on the trail above the lake. 
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Ahhhh . . . 
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MM 
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Lately, we've had a sneak preview of the usual "midsummer" monsoon weather. 
It makes for dramatic clouds, and locally heavy rain. 
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After a trip to Capitan, we decided to risk a dousing and take a ride along Salado Creek. 

 
Lulu joined us for the easy ride. 
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Summer desert poppies, looking a little like fried eggs, already are in bloom. 

 
The skies cooperated. 
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Lulu and Spanky caught up on their gossip. "And I heard that . . ." 

 
"Hey Thunder, guess what I just heard . . ." 
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Then the clouds began to gather again, and we headed back. 
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It rained on the way home but had stopped by the time we arrived. So, the horses continued their 
grazing in the east pasture - with a guest! 
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No one seemed to mind that this young elk had joined them. 

 
It's a very friendly neighborhood. 
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"What time's the happy hour?" 

 
MM 
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Another day more typical of the monsoon season. 
"Dorothy! Dorothy! You and Toto get in here right this minute!" 

 
"Oh-oh . . ." 
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The horses knew - they came running . . . and here it comes! 
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As it hits the water tank. 
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Didn't have a golf ball handy . . . that's a large egg, for comparison. 
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Then, it was over (we also got nearly 2" of rain). 
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"Geez . . . what was THAT all about?" 

 
MM 
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We often speak of gratitude. With the challenges of life, it's easy to lose sight of the 
sometimes-small things which deserve appreciation. This little ride was just such a 
case. 
A beautiful afternoon, with skies like a painting. 

 
Hey! Wanna go for a ride? (Of course . . .) 
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Only a couple of miles away, Ranchman's Camp would hold a special surprise for us today. 

 
The horses are certainly grateful for all the green grass this year! 
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"Miles and miles of nuth'in", some might say (but not us!). 
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It was a ride like many others . . . 
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But not to be taken for granted . . . Then . . . 

 
What's under that tree? 
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A newborn elk calf! The mothers sometimes tell them to stay put like this, as they graze nearby (and elk 
babies are obedient!). It didn't move a muscle as I took this quick photo without disturbing it, and we 
continued (mom was undoubtedly watching us). So few get a chance to see nature up this close. 

 
It was a memorable experience. 
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"Never let a day go by without finding something to be grateful for", advises wise Spanky. 

 
And THEN . . . Who should be waiting to welcome us home, but our neighbor elk who was having lunch 
with the horses a couple of days ago. "Where 'ya been? It's time for happy hour!" 
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As Spanky said, never let a day go by . . . 

 
MM 
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Any time we are together is special - but to ride through leafy bowers on a beautiful 
warm spring day . . . well . . . 
Lulu joined us for this family outing. Sometimes the fresh foliage made the trail hard to find. 

 
"Huh?" 
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"Is this the way . . . ?" 

 
. . . but we just took our time . . . 
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. . . and stopped to smell the (wild) roses along the way. 
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"Just think of them as a bouquet from me to you, Belle." "Awww . . ." 

 
Lulu enjoys the nice cool stream. 
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You have to look carefully, to see her in the tall grass . . .  

 
. . . and it is tall! 
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Wow! Horse heaven. 

 
What a beautiful spot to share. 
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A refreshing drink for our girl. 
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Then, we came across this little family of wild horses in the forest - including a baby! 
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The boys trotted over to say "hello" . . . 

 
. . . and after a quick greeting, we all went on our way (good horses!). 
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As we headed home. 

 
"Wait! Wait!" 
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Although it was a big outing for her, Lulu had a wonderful time (she told a drowsy Wilcox all about it). 

 
Thanks for coming along! 
MM 
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Every once in a great while, Thunder seems to test his "alpha" personality. But first, I 
should explain that I did something really stupid last evening. After I gave the horses 
their "good night" treats, I failed to properly latch the feed room door. Little Miss 
Piggy Belle discovered it during the night and had a very big midnight snack. All that 
food at once is not good for horses. The best remedy is exercise - lots of it. So early this 
morning - as soon as I discovered what had happened - we all took a long ride in the 
forest. Then we trailered to Fort Stanton for some more miles in the afternoon (to burn 
up those extra calories). We had already ridden several hours. It was then that 
Thunder decided to see what would happen if he and Spanky stayed back and let 
Belle and me ride ahead. 
Here we are, riding along all together as usual. 
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Then Thunder (and Spanky) hung back to graze along the trail. Belle and I kept riding (she still needed 
the exercise, remember). 

 
We must have gotten at least a mile ahead of the boys. Belle kept her eyes on them (they can't even be 
seen in this photo) but cooperated as we continued along the trail (just like any good parent, I wanted to 
go back and get them . . . but that would have reinforced the wrong behavior). 
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They are on the edge of that far meadow . . . watching us. Belle and I waited on this promontory. 

 
While we "patiently" waited, I took these shots of cactus flowers, and a stunning desert poppy. 
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Suddenly, they gave up the test - and here they come (telephoto lens). It appears that Spanky's good 
sense prevailed. "Okay, Thunder, they're not coming back . . . we might as well go join them!" 
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Belle was very good about waiting for them as they sped towards us. 

 
Closer . . . 
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"What did you two think you were doing? We've been waiting here HOURS for you!", she puffed (it was 
only a few minutes). 

 
Thunder is always cool. "Well, uh . . ." 
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"You mean we were all the way over there?", asked Spanky. "Yes, you were . . . " muttered Belle under 
her breath. 

 
For a while, the boys remained contritely behind her . . . 
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. . . but, of course, Thunder took over as we neared the trailer. 

 
 

 
Belle is fine now. Whew! 
MM 



2019-06-12 - Green Idyll 
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Every season has its beauty - and this spring we've been especially blessed. 
A ride in the mountains provided a green idyll. Starting out, the horses were slower than usual - 
seeming to want to enjoy the beauty, too. 

 
They're really good about just nibbling along the way - but continuing to move along despite the 
tempting grass. 
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Spanky lags . . . 

 
. . . but Thunder keeps an eye on him and waits until he catches up. 
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Then Spanky plays a little game! "Ha! Ha! Caught 'ya napping! Tee hee!" 
"Grrr . . ." says alpha Thunder. 

 
It seems that every little stream and brook has water in it now. Belle watches this one flowing, far below. 
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It's an inviting trail on this late-spring day. 
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Finally, it meanders along the gurgling stream. 

 
Which relaxes and slows into clear, quiet pools . . . 
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Before rushing on again over stones smoothed by eons of the water's gentle insistence. 
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Little cascades add their music to the flowing symphony . . . 

 
. . . and then the drama of a full orchestra. 
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We approach a high mountain clearing - "away in the meadow." 
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Hoping this scenery brought you some soothing calm! 
MM 
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Although Thunder often leads our rides (especially on unfamiliar trails), often 
everyone takes turns . . . 
But first, Lulu and I had a quick visit to picturesque Mescalero Lake. 

Lulu found some friends . . . 
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Awww . . . 

 
Now, back to our ride later in the day. Thunder leads off . . . 
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Then he allowed Belle to go first. 

 
After a while, Spanky passes (safely!) on the left . . . 
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. . . and takes the point position. 

 
They share a cool drink. 
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Back on the trail, we all string out behind Thunder again. 

 
When we come to an arroyo crossing, the boys leave us in the dust (literally), racing across. 
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Sez Belle, "I'd rather stop and smell the flowers!" 

 
She knows the boys will wait for us. 
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At home, the latest batch of baby swallows welcomes us back. "We're going fly the nest soon!" 

MM 
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